Sentry Fiproguard Plus for Cats

For use ONLY on cats and kittens over 1.5 lbs and over 8 weeks of age.

Compare to FRONTLINE® Plus for cats, contains the same active ingredients.

Kills fleas, flea eggs, flea larvae, ticks & chewing lice
- fast acting
- long lasting
- waterproof

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Fipronil ................. 9.80%
(S)-methoprene ........ 11.80%
OTHER INGREDIENTS .... 79.40%
TOTAL .............. 100.00%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

Net Contents: 0.051 fl oz (1.5 mL)
Three 0.017 fl oz (0.50 mL) applicators

6 Step Topical Checklist

☐ Read the label completely and follow directions
☐ Do NOT treat with more than one pesticide product at a time
☐ Weigh your cat
☐ Separate animals after treatment to avoid chance of ingestion
☐ Do NOT use dog products on cats
☐ Do NOT split tubes between pets
Directions for Use

How to open
1. Remove product tubes from the package.
2. Separate one tube from the others. Hold the tube with notched end pointing up and away from the face and body. Use scissors to cut off the narrow end at the notches along the line.

How to apply
1. Invert tube over cat and use open end to part cat's hair.
2. Apply contents of one tube of SENTRY® Fiproguard® Plus for cats as a spot between the shoulder blades. Squeeze tube firmly to apply all of the solution to the cat's skin.

3 Month Application Tracker

For year-round protection, apply SENTRY® Fiproguard® PLUS for cats monthly.

Storage and Disposal

Precautionary Statements

Do not remove any of the product tubes from the package. Separate one tube from the others. Hold the tube with notched end pointing up and away from the face and body. Use scissors to cut off the narrow end at the notches along the line.

Read entire label before each use. Use only on cats and kittens over 6 weeks of age.

Hazard to animals. Caution: Harmful if swallowed. Causes eye irritation. Skin contact with eyes or clothing. West Texas throughly with soap and water after handling cats. Before eating, drinking, chewing gum or using tobacco. Consult a veterinarian before using on cats with known allergies.

First Aid: If swallowed: Do not induce vomiting. Call a poison control center or physician immediately for treatment advice. If eye contact occurs, flush eyes with plenty of water. Call a physician or poison control center immediately. If on skin: Wash with plenty of soap and water. Get medical attention if symptoms persist.

NOT FOR HUMAN USE

This product is for use only on cats. Not for use on any other animals. Do not use on cats weighing less than 1.5 lb. Do not exceed three cats. Use entire contents of tube on one cat. Do not split over the backs of two cats. Separately treat the treated cat for other cats and dogs for at least 4 weeks after treatment has been applied.

Safe Use: Adverse reactions may occur in some cats. If your cat shows any signs of temporary irritation, wash thoroughly with soap and water. Consult your veterinarian. If irritation persists, discontinue use.

Precautionary Statements: Harmful if swallowed. Causes eye irritation. Skin contact with eyes or clothing. West Texas throughly with soap and water after handling cats. Before eating, drinking, chewing gum or using tobacco. Consult a veterinarian before using on cats with known allergies.

Storage and Disposal: Store in a cool, dry place. Do not remove any of the product tubes from the package. Separate one tube from the others. Hold the tube with notched end pointing up and away from the face and body. Use scissors to cut off the narrow end at the notches along the line.

Preventive statements: This product is for use only on cats. Not for use on any other animals. Do not use on cats weighing less than 1.5 lb. Do not exceed three cats. Use entire contents of tube on one cat. Do not split over the backs of two cats. Separately treat the treated cat for other cats and dogs for at least 4 weeks after treatment has been applied.

Frequency of application: Use this product monthly for complete control of fleas, ticks, and brown tick paralysis. Studies show that this product kills all adult fleas in less than 1 hour.

Potential for human exposure: This product contains chemicals that may cause irritation or allergic reactions. If irritation occurs, discontinue use and consult a veterinarian.

Problems: If you have questions or concerns about this product, please contact SENTRY Consumer Response, P.O. Box 324090, Oklahoma City, OK 73132-4090. Phone: 1-800-550-1151. Fax: 1-800-550-1151. E-mail: SENTRYConsumerResponse@sentry.com. Department of Agriculture, EPA, 400 M St. NW, Suite 8800, Washington, DC 20001. Telephone: 1-800-858-1315. Internet: www.epa.gov/oppo tox/pesticides.html. E-mail: pestinfo.pest@epa.gov.